Sahana is trying to read. Why is the park so noisy?
Sahana is bored. Why is her home so silent?
Sahana likes sounds. She likes music. She starts hitting everything with her fists.
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She hits her hand with the spoon.
Sahana taps on the glasses one by one. So many sounds.
Sahana taps lightly.
Sahana strikes the glasses hard.
Sahana slides her spoon all the way across the row of glasses.

She taps on the glass with lots of water. It goes *pht pht pht pht*.

She taps on the glass with not much water. It goes *krrinn krinnn krinnn krinnnnng*!
"I am making music!" says Sahana.
Sounds are invisible waves in the air that reach your ears. The bigger or louder the sound, the higher the wave. The smaller the sound, the lower the wave.
Sahana Makes Music
(English)

Sahana’s home is too quiet. How can Sahana liven it up? She starts creating some music of her own. Listen in.

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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